
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-BREAK
CASES-GEORGIA'S MINORITY VIEW

The case of Wilkie v. Travelers Insurance Co.' presented the Georgia
Court of Appeals with the reoccurring question of the compensability,
under the Georgia Workmen's Compensation Act, of an injury sus-
tained by an employee while on the employer's premises during a paid
rest break. The sole question before the court was whether the injury
arose out of and in the course of the employment.

The employer, by department, had scheduled two ten-minute rest
breaks each workday, one in the morning and one in the afternoon with
a buzzer sounding the commencement of each. These breaks were in-
cluded within the eight-hour work day by virtue of a union contract
which provided that "eight hours, excluding a lunch period, will consti-
tute a standard day's work." The contract did not specifically provide
for rest breaks, however, the employees were paid during this time. The
breaks were designated as "personal time" and the employees were free
to do as they pleased including leaving the premises as long as they were
back at their work station at the end of the break. On the day in
question, the buzzer sounded, the claimant started on her way to the
restroom and was injured as a result of a fall over some boards in the
aisle.

The deputy director's denial of compensation was affirmed by the full
board and by the DeKalb Superior Court. Indicating that if this were
an open question it might be disposed to hold otherwise, the court of
appeals, bound by the doctrine of stare decisis, affirmed the lower court.
In so doing, it upheld the principle that "where the employee is free to
use the time as he chooses so that it is personal to him, an injury
occurring during this time arises out of his individual pursuit and not
out of his employment." 2 Citing as controlling precedent Ocean Acci-
dent and Guaranty Corp. v. Farr3 and six subsequent cases based there-
on,' the court gave cursory recognition to the "in the course of" argu-
ment while deciding the case on "arising out of" thereby continuing the

I. 124 Ga. App. 714. 185 S.E.2d 783 (1971).
2. Id. at 715, 185 S.E.2d at 784 (Emphasis added).
3. 180 Ga. 266, 178 S.E.2d 728 (1935).
4. Travelers Ins. Co. v. Mimbs. 120 Ga. App. 599, 171 S.E.2d 659 (1969): McCord v. Employ-

ees Liab. Assurance Corp., 96 Ga. App. 35, 99 S.E.2d 327 (1957): Hansen v. Globe Indem. Co.,
85 Ga. App. 179, 68 S.E.2d 179 (1951): Gay v. Aetna Cas. & Surety Co., 72 Ga. App. 122, 33
S.E.2d 109 (1945): Aetna Cas. & Surety Co. v. Honea, 71 Ga. App. 569, 31 S.E.2d 421 (1944)
Austin v. General Accident, Fire. & Life Assurance Corp., 56 Ga. App. 481, 178 S.E.2d 728 (1937).
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confusion of the two terms as applied to break cases begun by the
Georgia Supreme Court 36 years ago in Farr. Partly because of this
confusion, Georgia remains in the distinct minority as to the allowance
of compensation for rest break injuries.'

In order for an injury to be compensable under the Georgia Work-
men's Compensation Act it must "arise out of and in the course of the
employment,"' what Professor D. Meade Feild has deemed the most
litigous phrase in the English languge. Both terms must be proven before
compensation is awarded. In practice, these two terms frequently be-
come so intermingled that they almost defy separation, and whether the
accident is attacked under which is often a matter of preference in the
choice of terminology. However, in theory the terms are easily distin-
guishable and capable of separate definition. In agreement with present
authorities,7 early Georgia decisions defined the terms as follows:

[A]n accident [injury] arises "in the course of employment" within the
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Act, when it occurs within
the period of the employment, at a place where the employee reasona-
bly may be in the performance of his duties, and while he is fulfilling
those duties or engaged in doing something incidental thereto . . . An
accident [injury] arises "out of' the employment when it arises because
of it, as when the employment is a contributing proximate cause.

Thus in the course of is primarily an argument as to the time andplace
of occurrence while arising out of refers to the causal connection
between the employment risk and the injury itself. On occasions the
Georgia courts have applied this reasoning to the lunch and rest break
situations where the employee was injured on the premises by a risk of
the employment and have called them "in the course of' problems in
that they turn primarily on the time element, meaning that break time
is personal time.' Expressing the same basic time element idea, on other
occasions the courts have referred to those same lunch and rest break
situations as turning on the "arising out of" element which connotes the
idea of a causal connection between the employment risk and the em-

5. 1 A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 21.21(a) at 303 (1971).
6. GA. CODE ANN. § 114-102 (Supp. 1971).
7. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS §§ 6.50, 14.00 (1971); Feild & Holley,

Workmen's Compensation, Annual Survey of Georgia Law, 9 MERCER L. REV. 193, 199 (1957).
8. Bibb Mfg. Co. v. Alford, 51 Ga. App. 237 (1), 179 S.E. 912, 913 (1935) citing New Amster-

dam Cas. Co. v. Sumrell, 30 Ga. App. 682 (2a), 118 S.E. 786 (1923); see also Maryland Cas. Co.
v. Brown, 48 Ga. App. 822 (3), 173 S.E. 925, 926 (1934).

9. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Skinner, 188 Ga. 823, 5 S.E.2d 9 (1939).
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ployee's injury.'"
In some areas of workmen's compensation law, separation and identi-

fication of the two terms may be difficult or impossible, but with the
"break" cases, the theoretical carries over to the practical for a clear
distinction. The leading authorities consistently group the "break" cases
under "in the course of" and treat them as such." Could it really be
argued that slipping on wet steps as in Farr or tripping over boards in
the aisle as in Wilkie while on the employer's premises is not a risk of
the employment so as to satisfy the "arising out of" or causal argument
and leave only. the question of "in the course of" concerning the time
of occurrence. While it is not doubted that the Georgia courts know the
difference between the terms, 2 the application of one while calling it the
other can result in confusion and bad law. In Farr, which is the basis
for this and similar decisions, the Georgia Supreme Court virtually
concedes the "in the course of" argument and turns the case on "arising
out of."' 3 However, while speaking of "arising out of," it is arguing
time of occurrence which clearly refers to "in the course of." The court
should have called it by its correct name for if the earlier definitions are
at all meaningful, the act of slipping on wet steps, the wetness having
been caused by a leaky pipe contiguous to a boiler undergoing repair
by the employee, while on the premises would certainly be a risk of the
employment and satisfy the causal connection between the risk and the
injury with the only remaining issue being the time element of lunch.' 4

This misnomer has resulted in much confusion as seen in Wilkie
where the court, in analogizing the right to and the exercise of control
idea used in the master-servant doctrine to "in the course of," stated:

The test utilized by the Supreme Court and this court in the "break

10. McCord v. Employers Liab. Assurance Corp., 96 Ga. App. 35, 99 S.E.2d 327 (1957):

Austin v. General Accident, Fire, & Life Assurance Corp., 56 Ga. App. 481, 193 S.E. 86 (1937).
II. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S CONI . NSATION LAWS § 21.21(a) at 301, 302 (1971); Feild,

Workmen's Compensation, Annual Survy of Georgia Law, 22 MERCER L. REV. 413 (1971).
12. In Continental Cas. Co. v. Caldwell, 55 Ga. App. 17, 21, 189 S.E. 408, 411 (1936), the

court citing New Amsterdam Cas. Co. v. Sumrell, 30 Ga. App. 682, 688, 118 S.E. 786, 789 (1923),
stated:

"Arising out of' does not mean the same as "in the course of', but the expressions in
the act impose a double condition. The words "in course of the employment" relate to
the time, place and circumstances . . . . The words "arising out of the employment"
refer to the causal connection between the employment and the injury.

13. 180 Ga. at 270, 178 S.E.2d at 730.
14. In refusing compensation the supreme court, unlike the court of appeals, appeared more

anxious to uphold the "any evidence rule" than to give any detailed thought to the "break"
problem.
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cases" is whether the employer has in fact caused the exercise of the
right and released time to the employee to follow his individual pur-
suits.

15

However, two lines later it again cites the Farr case as controlling
authority and returns to the "arising out of" argument to decide the case
although the test admittedly used for "break" cases, as stated above, is
based on the time element inherent in the "in the course of' problem.
If time and place were once again called an "in the course of" problem
in these cases, the break situation could be realistically examined first
hand instead of through the cloud of confusion now disguising the issue.
Such could permit the recovery now allowed by the majority of states."

In examining the "in the course of' question, an allowance of com-
pensation in Wilkie could be supported under either the personal com-
fort doctrine, the going and coming rule, or the premises rule. Each is
in use to varying degrees in different jurisdictions, and the broad adop-
tion of either by the Georgia courts would make the results of such
"break" cases more desirable.

The personal comfort doctrine 7 is usually thought of as applying to
a slight deviation from the straight and narrow employment path in
order to perform a task that is purely personal to the employee such as
getting a drink of water or using the toilet. However, it has been applied
to break cases by several authorities 8 and numerous other jurisdic-
tions, regardless of whether the employee was paid during that period
as long as he was on the premises of the employer. While recognizing
this doctrine on occasion, 0 the Georgia courts have refused its applica-
tion in situations involving rest periods.2' This distinction seems para-
doxical for it would encourage an employee to leave his duty station in
the middle of a productive period rather than "to hold it" until time for
the authorized rest break, an injury incurred during the former being
compensable but during the latter not. Extention of the doctrine in

15. 124 Ga. App. at 716, 185 S.E.2d at 785 (Emphasis added).
16. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 21.21(a) at 303 (1971).
17. "Employees who, within the time and space limits of their employment, engage in acts

which minister to personal comfort do not thereby leave the course of employment, unless the
extent of the departure is so great that an intent to abandon the job temporarily may be inferred

.. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 21.00 (1971).
18. 1 A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 21.21(a) at 301 (1971); 7 S.

SCHNEIDER, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION TEXT § 1633 at 109 (1969).
19. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS 300 n. 3 (1971).
20. Mobley v. Durham Iron Co., 83 Ga. App. 690, 64 S.E.2d 469 (1951); Columbia Cas. Co.

v. Parkham, 69 Ga. App. 258, 25 S.E.2d 147 (1943).
21. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Croft, 93 Ga. App. 114(5), 91 S.E.2d 110 (1955).
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accord with other jurisdictions would produce a more logical result and
would benefit both the employer, by continuous production, and the
employee, by continuous protection.

The going and coming rule22 presents a stronger argument as a solu-
tion to the present case. Georgia has rejected an application of the rule
that would allow recovery while off the premises23 but has applied it
while the employee was on the premises. 24 However, with respect to
"break" cases, the courts have again made what appears to be a nebu-
lous distinction. In Travelers Indemnity Co. v. Smith, 5 an analogy was
made between, returning from a lunch break and arriving at the job
preparatory to beginning the day's work. Since recovery was allowable
in the latter situation, it was reasoned that it should be in the former.
The court distinguished Farr and subsequent cases in that there the
employee was leaving the job, though still on the premises, for reasons
purely personal and therefore he was out of course. The effect is to deny
recovery while going on a break but to allow it while returning. But is
going to lunch or rest really any more personal than going home or
returning from a break, as the court indicates, by allowing recovery in
the latter but not the former if the injury occurs on the premises? Since
the going and coming rule is not a part of the Act but merely a judicial
innovation subject to interpretation as the court sees fit, why not extend
the rule so that its application will at least be logical. It is unfortunate
that the claimant in Wilkie could not have waited until her return trip
to fall for then the distinction made by the court would have favored
rather than forbade a recovery.

Of the three proposed doctrines, the premises rule, which would sat-
isfy the "in the course of" requirement as long as the employee was
injured on the premises, is perhaps the more sound. Georgia has adopted
the rule but has never applied it to rest periods as such. Its application
would eliminate the unrealistic distinctions now existing because of the
use of the going and coming rule. As long as the employee is on the

22. "As to employees having fixed hours and place of work, injuries occurring on the premises
while they are going to and from work before or after working hours or at lunch time are
compensable . . ." I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 15.00 (1971).

23. Wilcox v. Shepherd Lumber Corp., 80 Ga. App. 71(2), 55 S.E.2d 382 (1949).
24. Federal Ins. Co. v. Coram, 95 Ga. App. 622, 98 S.E.2d 214 (1957).
25. 91 Ga. App. 305, 85 S.E.2d 484 (1954). A printer went on lunch break and after eating

started back toward work. Two minutes before he was due back, he slipped on the third step from
the top of a flight of stairs at the rear of the employer's premises and was injured.

26. DeHowitt v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 99 Ga. App. 147, 108 S.E.2d 280 (1959); United States
Cas. Co. v. Russell, 98 Ga. App. 181, 105 S.E.2d 378 (1958); Employers Ins. Co. v. Bass, 81 Ga.
App. 306, 58 S.E.2d 516 (1950).
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premises, he is subject to the same hazards regardless of whether the
time is designated "work time" or "personal time" and is likewise
subject to the employer's control either directly or indirectly simply
because he is there without regard to whether he is paid wages during
that time. As Professor D. Meade Feild noted, "Any effort to distin-
guish the going and coming between home and work, or going and
coming between lunch and work, or eating or resting on the premises,
will never obtain a rational basis. ' 27

Thus the judiciary could extricate the employee from the certainty of
the denial of compensation now existing in Georgia by the broadened
application of any of the aforementioned doctrines. And if anyone
should doubt that the injury did not "arise out of' the employment, the
positional risk theory28 would quickly dispose of that." However, if the
judiciary does not so desire, perhaps a legislative amendment to the
Workmen's Compensation Act would be in order. In Michigan, prior
to 1954, compensation was denied in situations similar to Wilkie based
on the employer's lack of control over the employee.30 In 1954, the
Michigan legislature, adopting the premises rule, created a presumption
that the employee was in the course of employment going to or from
his work on the premises where his work was to be performed, and with
a reasonable time before and after his working hours .3 Subsequent
thereto, the Michigan Supreme Court held as compensable an injury
incurred when an employee fell on stairs while leaving the employer's
lunch room on her way to the street to pay a bill during her lunch
hour.32 In view of the Wilkie result, perhaps such an amendment to the
Georgia Act and interpretation thereof would be desirable.

As a last resort, the adoption of Larson's Quantum Theory bears
consideration.3 3 This would abolish any meaningful distinction be-
tween "arising out of' and "in the course of," basing the recovery on
the idea of "work-connection" which is really what the Georgia courts

27. Feild, Workmen's Compensation. Annual Survey of Georgia Law, 22 MERCER L. REV.
413, 427 (1971).

28. "An injury arises out of the employment if it would not have occurred but for the fact that
the conditions and obligations of the employment placed claimant in the position where he was
injured," I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 6.40 (1971).

29. In Fidelity & Cas. Co. v. Borden, 79 Ga. App. 260, 54 S.E.2d 443 (1949), the court stated
that in Thornton v. Hartford Accident & Indem. Co., 198 Ga. 786, 32 S.E.2d 816 (1945), Georgia
had practically adopted the positional risk theory.

30. Salmon v. Bagley Lumber Co., 344 Mich. 471, 74 N.W. 2d 1 (1956).
31. MICH. COMp. LAWS § 412.1 (1948); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 17.151 (Rev. 1960).
32. Dyer v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 350 Mich. 92, 85 N.W.2d 152 (1957).
33. I A. LARSON, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS § 29.10 (1971).
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seem primarily interested in anyway. Such would allow a weak causal
situation to be offset by strong time and place facts and vice versa
thereby allowing recovery whenever the necessary minimum of work
connection is reached. Such a solution is more realistic than the distinc-
tions now being made and most certainly would provide a more satisfac-
tory result in cases such as Wilkie.

The adoption of any of the foregoing should be considered, for the
minority position Georgia now enjoys with respect to "break" cases is
an injustice to the employee whom the Act was designed to protect. No
longer should the employee's recovery be predicated on illogical distinc-
tions or defeated by an application of stare decisis. Not being bound by
such doctrine, if Wilkie has the pleasure of appearing before it, possibly
the Georgia Supreme Court will recognize the need for change and
decide the case as if it were an open question thereby specifically over-
ruling Farr and the subsequent cases that express too well Georgia's
minority view.

SAM B. SIBLEY, JR.
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